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Abstract 
The numerical simulation of flow around the pile acted by the internal cnoidal waves has been made by 
building two-dimensional numerical wave flume based on FLUENT software. Internal cnoidal waves are 
generated by push-pedal method and the free surface is captured by VOF method. The wave shapes with 
different amplitudes and different periods are obtained. Moreover, the force of the internal cnoidal wave 
with specific period and amplitude on different kinds of piles in three-dimension are simulated. The trend 
of inertial force and the viscous force on the piles is analyzed and the total wave forces on piles with 
different shape are compared. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
As we know, plenty of renewable energy resources are reserved in the ocean. Ocean energy includes tidal 
energy, ocean wave energy, open-ocean current energy, offshore wind energy, ocean thermal and salinity 
gradient energy, etc. Internal wave is one of the ocean waves, which is common phenomenon is caused 
by all kinds of disturbances in stratified sea, like changes in pressure field of sea level, the sea rough 
bottom, terrain, tides, earthquake of sea bottom and so on. Internal wave play an important role in 
transmission of energy, mass and momentum in ocean [1]. The main internal wave theories which have 
been used include linear internal wave theory and nonlinear internal wave theory. The internal cnoidal 
wave is one of the nonlinear internal waves and its limit is linear internal wave and internal solitary wave 
[2]. The offshore internal wave could be described by internal cnoidal wave, which is also an important 
study topic of offshore wave. 
In the homogeneous fluid, the study of linear and nonlinear wave theories has been carried out and 
great progress has been made [3]. In the condition of linear hypothesis, extensive progress is obtained in 
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the action of internal wave on the structure in stratified fluid [4]. Using the edge layer theory, some 
progress on study and analysis of solitary wave and internal solitary wave on the structure has also 
obtained [5]. Using the Friedrichs expansion method, derivation of solution of cnoidal wave has been 
made by Zi-dan Zhao in stratified fluid [6]. But the further research of the action of internal cnoidal wave 
on the structure in stratified fluids seems not to be found in the past. 
Generation of the internal conidal wave is simulated firstly in this paper, and then, the wave shapes 
with different amplitudes and different periods are compared. The numerical simulation of the action of 
the internal conidal wave on different kinds of piles in three-dimension is also made by choosing the 
wave with specific period and amplitude. The trend of inertial force and viscous force on the pile is 
analyzed and the total wave forces on piles with different shape are compared. 
2. Numerical simulation and analysis  
2.1 Building of Numerical Wave Flume 
There are some common methods of waves’ generation: 1) The method which is based on moving 
boundary of push-pedal and shake-pedal (often used to generate linear wave); 2) The method in which 
velocity and height of wave are given on inlet boundary; 3) The method in which velocity and pressure 
are given in the wave region; 4) The method which is based on momentum source term. Choosing the 
first method in the above ones to generate waves in this paper, the principle is to force the horizontal 
speed of movement of water particles to reach the purpose of simulation of the corresponding waves. The 
schematic diagram of principle is given in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Sketch of push-pedal method 
The physical model we used is that the length is 50m, the height is 4m and the left border is the 
creating wave boundary. The density of the lowest fluid layer is 1000kg/m3, depth h2=1.6m; The middle 
layer is 997kg/m3, depth h1=0.4m; The top layer is air, its density is 1.225kg/m3, and distance from the 
surface of middle layer to the pressure boundary is 2m, as can been seen in Figure 2. 
The boundary conditions are as follow: Except the top layer boundary condition is the pressure 
entrance, the  
Figure 2. 2D Physical model of wave flume 
rest are rigid wall; Left boundary which is solved by N-S equation and the VOF method of two-phase 
flow is moving, pressure-velocity term is iterated by PISO algorithm, momentum equation is solved by 
first order implicit formulation, first order upwind format is adopted for convection and diffusion term; 
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Layering option is selected in the methods of dynamic mesh parameters in FLUENT to simulate 
generation of the internal conidal wave. The mesh is shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 3. Sketch of 2D mesh 
2.2 Analysis of Simulation Results 
The generation of internal conidal wave with the heights 0.5m and 0.4m and different periods are 
simulated and their sketches are shown in Figure 4. 
   
(a) Height is 0.5m              (b) Height is 0.4m 
Figure 4. Comparison of the waves with different periods  
From Figure 4 it can be seen that when the period is 3.35s, the interface of wave is not smooth enough; 
But when the period is not less than 4.1s, the interface of wave become more smooth than that at 3.35s. 
The main reason is that the velocity of push-pedal increases and the period is smaller although its 
amplitude becomes relatively smaller while the periods changed. Because two-phase items mixed each 
other as the velocity of push-pedal increases, VOF items increased, which cause shape of wave is not 
stable enough. When the period is decreased correspondingly, calculation errors maybe occur, too many 
VOF items would be prompted, and then calculation will stop. Besides the above-mentioned points, depth 
of fluid would have considerable effect on the number of VOF items that are generated, some other 
specific effect could be seen on corresponding references. So velocity and depth adjustment of fluid 
should be seriously noticed for the simulation of two-phase flow. 
It also can be found from Figure 4 that their shape of troughs become lower, flatter and internal 
conidal waves can maintain the shape for longer, but their shape of crests become more convex as waves’ 
period increase. 
2.3 Three-dimension Physical Model and Mesh 
The three-dimension physical model which is also divided into three layers with different density is 
given in Figure 5, in which there is a cylinder with radius R=0.5m and a brick with L=1m (omitted). 
Length of flume is 100m, width is 8m, height is 4m and the depth of fluid is 2m with h1=0.4m, h2=1.6m;
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The distance of cylinder to left boundary is 10m. Laying option is used in grid. The mesh is shown in 
Figure 6. 
Figure 5. 3D Physical model of wave flume 
 
Figure 6. Sketch of 3D mesh 
2.4 Analysis of Simulation Results 
(a) Inertia force on a cylinder (b) Viscous force on a cylinder
(c) Inertia force on a brick      (d) Viscous force on a brick 
Figure 7. Wave force on different single pile 
The trend of inertia force and viscous force on the cylinder is given in (a) and (b) of Figure 7, it is 
shown that performance of two kinds of force on the cylinder is nonlinear obviously. That is, the alternate 
time from crest to trough is much shorter than the alternate time of from trough to crest, but the wave 
force increases as the curve go through the x-axis from trough to crest. Trough is lower and flatter than 
crest, so the force on cylinder is relatively stable and its change tendency is relatively slow as trough is 
passing through the cylinder. Because the crest is relatively steep, wave force has a process of rapid rise 
and fall as crest is passing through the cylinder. This conclusion can also be obtained similarly from trend 
of the viscous force in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 8. Comparison of wave force on different pile 
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The total wave forces on a single cylinder (R=0.5m) and brick (L=1m) are given in Figure 8. It can be 
seen from Figure 8 that maximum wave force on the cylinder is 6000N and maximum wave force on 
brick is 9000N approximately. The force on brick is more than 1.3~1.5 times force on cylinder when the 
same wave pass through them. Besides, from the figure of wave force it can be seen that maximum 
positive direction wave force is much more than that on the reverse direction. The reason is that total 
pressure is composed of dynamic pressure and static pressure when wave act the building, dynamic 
pressure on positive direction is much more than that on reverse direction. 
Figure 9. Wave force on cylinder and brick after conversion 
In engineering applications, brick is usually converted into cylinder for facilitating calculation. The 
converting equation is as follow.  
4abD π=
Here, D is converted diameter, a is length of the brick section, b is width of brick section. The 
numerical results of force on the converted cylinder and the non-converted brick are both given in Figure 
9. 
3. Conclusions 
Based on FLUENT software, the numerical simulation is carried out for generation of internal cnoidal 
waves and its action on pile. The following conclusions have been obtained: 
(1) Cyclical change of internal cnoidal wave has been emerged, and their troughs are relatively lower 
and flatter and can maintain the shape for longer; but the crests are relatively convex and easy to collapse. 
(2)About the action of internal cnoidal waves which are chosen, characteristic of force on pile is 
nonlinear obviously. The alternate time of the force from crest to trough is much shorter than that from 
trough to crest, but the wave force increases rapidly after the curve pass through the x-axis from trough to 
crest.
(3) The force on brick is more than 1.3~1.5 times that on cylinder when the same wave pass through 
them. And an equation which is used to convert non-circular section structure into circular section 
structure is introduced. 
It can be concluded that internal cnoidal wave might carries enormous energy from its action on pile 
and so the conclusion in this paper could have some benefit to the utilization of ocean energy and the 
construction of oceanic structure. 
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